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Abstract: Energy efficiency is one of the most important issues for large-scale server systems in current cloud
computing. the main method about the power-performance tradeoff by fixing one factor and minimizing the other,
from the perspective of optimal load distribution. However, there still exist several main challenges about Energy
efficiency due to the complexities of real cloud computing application scene. The paper adopts machine learning
theory to save energy consumption by decrease redundant computation for high energy-efficiency cloud computing
environment. give the typical k-means and Page Rank applications, the Experiments show that the presented
algorithm can save power consumption apparently. The research combines the machine learning theory and
distributed technology, and presents a creative way to challenged problems in energy-efficiency cloud.

1 Introduction
With the rapid increase in the scale and the number of the
data centers, the data center energy consumption is
growing rapidly. The US Environmental Protection
Agency reported that in 2011, the world's data center
consumed 18.8 billion kwh of electricity in 2010, about
1.1% ~ 1.5% of the global total power generation [1]. The
green data center has become one of the hot spots.
Currently, the data center energy management mainly uses
DVS / DVFS or sleep / wake technology, which make the
idle nodes with the low energy consumption state [2-4].
The energy saving for data center is mainly on Map
Reduce computing tasks. Although these algorithms can
reduce the energy consumption on certain extent, but these
algorithms are subject to certain restrictions which did not
take account of the typical application (machine learning
task) running in the data center.
Firstly, we analyze the typical machine learning
algorithms to saving the energy consumption of the data
center. the machine learning tasks are computationally
intensive applications, the energy consumption is mainly in
the data analysis and calculation[6-8] .However, these
algorithms need to continually classify and analyze the
data in the process of machine learning, where there is a lot
of redundancy in the process, which leads to unnecessary
energy consumption[9-12]. Based on above, we have
designed and implemented an energy-saving mechanism
for machine learning, the method achieve energy-saving
by matching the input data.

The MapReduce Computing Framework is a widely
used as a programming model in the data center; there is a
lot of work to focus on the study energy consumption and
specific control methods of MapReduce model.
MapReduce framework is generally divided into two parts:
one is distributed storage, the other is distributed
computing. The storage node is divided into two parts: one
is the hot spot and the other is the non-hot spot which in a
low-power state [13]. The different types of data stored in
different areas. The effects of different configuration
parameters on energy consumption in MapReduce are
studied and they also provided enterprise-based
benchmarks for MapReduce's energy consumption [14].
running a computational task should use all of the compute
nodes and turn off all the compute nodes while the task is
completed, which is better energy savings compared to
only use one part of the compute nodes[15]. Reducing
energy consumption by adjusting or controlling the
physical location of virtual machine[16]. The data
compression method is given to reduce the system's energy
consumption [17]. Using DVFS technology to save energy
for computing-intensive applications [18-19]. Different
scheduling mechanisms for heterogeneous cluster are
proposed, which can enable low power consumption
without seriously affecting system throughput [20-21].
This paper Section I describes the related work. Section
II analyzes the data center characteristics of energy
consumption and the machine learning algorithm. Section
III introduces the proposed energy saving algorithm.
Section IV shows experimental data and correlation
analysis.
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successful. TaskTracker sent the output data address
directly to the JobTracker, and notify the energy
consumption module matching success.
When the TaskTracker receives the calculated input
data, it passes the input data to the input matching module
first. If a matching input is found, the stored calculation
result is output and the node is set to a low power state. If
no match the input, then call the calculation module for
Map or Reduce calculation. The following describes the
specific design and implementation of each module.

2 The Core Idea
The accurate calculation results are not needed usually in
the distributed computing by machine learning-oriented
algorithm. Such as clustering algorithm, the recommended
algorithms and relevance of different users of different
commodities, and the last ranking of each point in
PageRank, which do not require accurate calculation
results. The user allows these calculations have errors
within a range. the random initialization make the different
results with the same data set. In fact, some programs
cannot guarantee the error range of calculation process as
k-means, PageRank and proposed algorithm. Usually users
tend to specify a convergence value, when the value
is smaller than the set value, the calculation is judged to be
convergent. The machine learning for the user on the
results have a lot of fault tolerance.
This paper proposes a policy to achieve the purpose of
removing redundant calculations and saving energy
consumption by compare the calculated data to determine
whether the previous calculation results can be reused. At
the same time, the mean error of the calculation results is
controlled to a certain extent. In this paper, the
the key to the question is to judge the calculation may be
redundant calculation. We proposed input data matching
degree, input / output correlation and other basic concept
concepts.

3 Matching Algorithm Design
3.1 System Design and Implementation
We use the correlation to describe the influence of the
change of the input data to calculate the output and assign
the task According to the situation of energy consumption
of the current node. Task Tracker contains the input
matching module, the energy consumption module and
computing module.
3.2 Task Input
All input data that requires input matching must be
abstracted as an input vector, such as most of the machine
learning algorithms are based matrices, and each row of
the matrix is seen as a dimension of the vector. In this
system, we provide a higher level of abstract (InputObj)
interface to each input vector type for the user. The users
can complete the interface as needed. Such as in k-means,
the data in the local data block will not change, we only
store and compare the cluster center point coordinates in
the process of input matching. Therefore, the input vector
should be center Point of all the cluster collection, and
clustering center point need to complete the InputObj
interface. For the application which have large amount of
data or multiple input changes, the user should extract
characteristic value or calculation of hash of the input data
to a reasonable abstraction to reduce the amount of data
storage cache and input matching the amount of
calculation.

2.1 Match Degree
In this paper, the twice input data match degree is the
similarity degree between two data input and output
results . If the two calculations are exactly the same, then
the two input exactly match.
2.2 The Correlation between Input and Output
We use correlation to describe the effect of input data
changes on the calculated output. Machine learning in the
input data can be divided into multiple independent input,
their correlation with the calculation results can be
individually.
2.3 The Input Matching Module

3.3 Save the Results

The module is mainly used to calculate the data matching
degree between the input of this task and the before task.
This module save d the previous calculation results, the
corresponding input value and the the correlation vector.In
order to determine whether this calculation is redundant,
the system needs to call the Match function to compare the
similarity between the calculation and the previous
calculation. When the Match function returns true, it
means that the calculation can be considered redundant.
And the current First, system constructs the difference
vector by calling the user-defined Diff function which
calculates the difference of the input vector. Then,
calculate the vector inner product by the difference degree
vector and relevance vector. Finally, the matching degree
is compared with the threshold set by the user. If the
matching degree is less than the threshold, the matching is

It is necessary to the previous calculation results are
cached locally is necessary to remove the redundancy
calculation. We need to consider the MapTask calculation
results ’cache problem in Hadoop, the Reduce Task data
stored
in
the
distributed
file
system
by
TaskTracker .TaskTracker store the MapTask calculation
results in the local directory. When the calculation task of
MapTask is completed, the MapTask calculation result
will be deleted immediately. But in our system,
TaskTracker save the calculation result’ output path of
input path, When the input matches a stored input, the
TaskTracker sends the corresponding calculation result
path to the JobTracker. The user can also clear the cached
intermediate calculation results manually. The basic
algorithm of input matching is as flowing.
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bool Match(vector<ObjInput> v1,vector
<ObjInput>v2,vector<double>rel)
Vector<double>diff=rel.clone()
For i in 1,…,n
diff[i]=Diff(v1[i],v2[i])
double d=Σdiff[i]*rel[i]
return(d<threhold)Ń

comparison of the power before and after the optimization
of k-means and PageRank, and it can be seen that in the kmeans application, we also use a simple method based on
idle energy saving can achieve 10% of the energy savings,
and through the sleep-based energy-saving methods, the
original program in 25% of the consumption of electricity
can be saved;
Figure 2 shows the case where the k-means applies 20
iterations of total power consumption. Figure 20 shows the
case where PageRank applies 10 iterations of total power
consumption, where the free energy saving method can
save around 5% for k-means applications Power
consumption, and through the hibernation-based energysaving method, nearly 23% of the total k-means
application can be saved; for PageRank applications, based
on the idle energy-saving method can save 5% of the total
power consumption, Energy-saving methods, nearly 20%
of the total energy consumption in the entire PageRank
application can be saved.
In this paper, we use machine learning algorithm to
save the energy consumption of data center .the algorithm
eliminate the unnecessary redundancy calculation by
matching input and calculation result. This paper analyzes
the energy consumption and accuracy. The experimental
results show that Error control in a certain range of the
remise, the system effectively saves the energy
consumption of the system. The next step we will work
focus on the system in the heterogeneous environment of
the work.

4 Experiments and Analysis
We use the power socket to test the configuration of the
Intel i7-4770 processor, 32GB memory and 2TB hard
drive single-node state of the energy consumption. Then
we randomly select n computing points as the end of the
connection. We use the custom data generation program to
generate 400K data points (205MB), where the average
number of connections per point is 20 and the maximum
number of iterations is set to 10. First, we conducted an
evaluation test on the application of energy consumption.
Energy Efficiency Evaluation
This section describes the energy consumption
evaluation results. the input difference threshold is set 0.05
for k-means and PageRank applications.
Currently, the system is for the isomorphic data center,
so the power of all nodes can be considered similar, the
energy of all nodes of the MapTask Get the power
consumed by the Map phase, and then use the power outlet
to obtain the real-time power of the ReduceTask node, that
is, the power consumed by the Reduce stage, and then the
total power consumption of the single iteration is obtained
by accumulating. Similarity, the total energy consumption
of the whole calculation can be multiplied by the number
of iterations by the energy consumed by a single iteration.
For the optimized power calculation, we consider two
kinds of processing methods respectively.
Free energy-saving method Mode is simply to free the
Map Task node that processes the redundant data blocks,
the original MapTask used to calculate the time will
become idle time, the power calculation can be calculated
by the original time Power is replaced by the power of a
single node in the idle state. Considering that the data to be
processed at the Shuffle stage is the same, its power and
the power consumption can be considered the same. Here
is the use of alternative methods to estimate the savings of
electricity, through the same method of calculation the
total energy consumption of the application;
The other is to use the dormant way to deal with the
original Map Task calculation time, that is, by dormant
way to deal with redundant computing, through Reduce the
data request of the Reduce Task or the job assignment
request of the Job Tracker to wake up the node, which we
call the dormant energy-saving party
In this case, the power of the node is further reduced,
but the corresponding hardware support is needed, and the
total power is calculated in the same way as the former
similarly, the power consumption can be estimated by
replacing the original calculated time power with the
power in the dormant state.
Finally, by calculating the power consumption of all
MapTask and the power consumption of ReduceTask for
each iteration, we can get each iteration Figure 1 show the
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Figure 1. Total energy consumption of k-means
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Figure 2.Total energy consumption of PageRank
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